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 REATURE MOLDS:
marine worm, octopus, firefly
O BLACK-LIGHT ACTIVATOR
It’s a handy tool you can
wear like a ring.

M
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STOCK YOUR LAB WITH THESE EXTRAS
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ed
Spoon and measuring spoons Paper: white and wax
Plastic bags
Small containers
Clear plastic cup
Water: tap and tonic
White glue
Food coloring
Lotion
Scissors
Flour and salt
Borax

Corn syrup
(or any tablet that fizzes in water!) Vegetable oil
Vinegar
Paintbrush or cotton swab
Unflavored gelatin
Cornstarch
Eggs and egg carton
Baking soda
Mint Mentos candy
Alum

Alka-Seltzer tabl

in detergents and
BORAX (BOR-ax) is a chemical compound usedlaund
ry soap section.
the
cosmetics. It’s available at grocery stores in from the face, mouth, and
away
it
Avoid inhaling borax dust and keep
h your hands after
eyes. Keep borax away from small children. Was
coming in contact with borax.

ALUM (AL-um) is a chemical compound
used in deodorant and toothpaste, but it is
most commonly used for canning food, like
strawberry jam. You can find it at a grocery
store, usually in the spice section.
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P RINC IP LE : F LUORE S C ENC E

INGREDIENTS

3 tbsp (45 ml) water
Fluorescent ink

INGREDIENTS

2 tbsp (30 ml) tap water
1 tsp (5 ml) fluorescent ink
ks too!)
2 tbsp (30 ml) tonic water (diet wor

1

2

Set up the test-tube
stand. Line up the
pieces as shown in the
drawing and carefully
snap them together.
All of the pieces
should fit snugly
in place.
Set both test
tubes into stand.
With funnel in
place, pour the
tap water into
one test tube.

EQUIPMENT

Test tubes and stand
Funnel

Measuring spoons
Black-light activator
 

4
Move funnel and
pour the tonic
water into the
other test tube.
Do not add ink to
this test tube!

5

EQUIPMENT

Turn off the lights and shine
your black-light activator on
both test tubes.
What do you see?
Look carefully at the tonic

1

Measure water into
mixing cup.

2

Add 2 drops of
fluorescent ink
and stir.

3

Paint your
message on
white paper.

4
5

Measuring spoons		
Mixing cup
Paintbrush or
 
cotton swab
White paper		
Black-light activator

Wait a few minutes
for it to dry.

Turn off the lights and shine the
black-light activator on the glow-ink.

water. Do you notice a slight
greenish glow?

3
4

Add the fluorescent
ink to the tap
water and stir.

k light, because
Tonic water glows, or fluoresces, on its own under blacrial.
In both
it contains quinine (KWY-nine), a fluorescent mate
. The
experiments, the ink is also made up of fluorescent materials
ts.
dien
black-light activator excites the electrons in these ingre
   5
The result? It glows!
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INGREDIENTS

1 tbsp (15 ml) lotion

EQUIPMENT

Measuring spoons
Mixing cup
Mix-n-measure scoop

1
2
3
4
5

3 scoops glow powder
B
 lack-light activator
Plastic bag

Add glow
powder and
stir until
blended.
Rub some of the solution onto
the back of your hand.
Turn off the lights.

zinc sulfide—
The GLOW POWDER is made fromorb
s energy when
abs
a phosphorescent material. It s that energy
ase
rele
the lights are on and
when the lights go out.

When you shine thend,
black light on your ha
it excites the electrons
in the zinc sulfide.

What happens?

Next, shine the black-light activator
on the glotion for a few seconds.
Is there a difference?

Phosphorescence is similar to fluorescence,
except that fluorescence needs a constant
light source to maintain its glow.
Phosphoresence will keep glowing for
a while after the light goes out!
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INGREDIENTS

1

Measure out lotion into
mixing cup.

Store your glotion in a plastic bag.
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2
3
4

The glow happens when
the electrons drop back
down to their normal
state, which begins when
you turn off the blacklight activator.
The reflecting back of
light happens at a slower
rate than it takes to
absorb it.

TRANSLATION:
er than it takes to charge it up!
long
s
The glow last

Glow sticks

Observe a glow stick.

What do you see?
Is there liquid inside?
Is it clear or a color?
Is there anything else in it?

Turn off the lights.

Does it glow? (It shouldn’t.)

Now bend it until you hear a small snap.
Keep bending.
What happened?
Did something inside break?

Shake it up a little.
Now what do you see?
Turn off the lights again.
Does it glow now? (It should!)

OO-muh-NESS-ints)
Bioluminescence (BY-oh-Lem
iluminescence. It’s
is the natural form of ch a fir
efly, creates its own
when a living organism, lik-see a fish are bioluminescent.
light. Some bugs and deep

? Don’t stop here.
GOT YOUR GLOW DOarkWN
Lab’s experiments show

The rest of the Glow-in-the-D
inescence and
off at least one of the three types of rlum
w know.”
“glo
you
up
t
ligh
another principle to

A GLOW STICK is an example of
ction
chemiluminescence—a chemical rea
that creates a bright glow.
OUTER
The stick contains two capsules.

INNER
e breaks, releasing a
When you bend it, the inner caph sul
chemical and dye
chemical solution. It mixes wit the
solution in the outer capsule.
This excites the electrons
in the atoms of the
chemicals, setting
off the glow.

Firefly
   7
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PRIN CIPL ES : P H O S P H O RES CE N C E • N ON -N E W TON I A N F LU I D S

INGREDIENTS
INGREDIENTS

4 tbsp (60 ml) cornstarch
2 scoops glow powder
2 tbsp (30 ml) water
Food coloring—optional

1
2
3
4

8

EQUIPMENT

Measuring spoons		
Mix-n-measure scoop
Mixing bowl			
Spoon

Beaker			
Black-light activator
Waxed paper

Mix cornstarch and glow powder
in a mixing bowl.
Pour water into the beaker.
Add food coloring, if you dare.
A little at a time, pour contents of
the beaker into cornstarch mixture,
stirring as you go.
When it gets too thick to mix, take
it out and knead it with your hands.
Gather the blob in your hand and
watch it ooze between your fingers.

5

Now squeeze or pound it.

6

Turn off the lights and turn on the
black-light activator. Then watch
your ooey-glowy oobleck glow!

What happens?
Does the oobleck spray up or
stay in place?

your oobleck,
When you are finished playingerwittohdry. To revive
spread it on some waxed pap l and add water.
it, just put it back into a bow

½ tsp (2.5 ml) borax
5 tbsp (75 ml) warm water
2 tbsp (30 ml) white glue
 
3 scoops glow powder
Fluorescent ink
Food coloring—optional
 

id and a
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on how it’s handled. The molecu all tangled
are long and stringy, and get
up when you add water.

like
With a slow force—ze
when you let it oo —
through your fingerslax
the oobleck will re d.
and flow like a liqui

With a quick force—like
when you punch it or pound
it—the tangled molecules
stiffen up and are hard
to pull apart, so it
doesn’t splash!
Who gave oobleck its name?
and the
Dr. Seuss, of course, in the book Bartholomew rhym
e.
Oobleck—one of his few books not written in

1
2
3

Mix borax and 3 tbsp (45 ml) warm water
in beaker until dissolved. Set aside.

4

A teaspoon at a time, add borax
solution into glue solution, mixing all
the time. There may be some left over.
Save for another experiment.
When you can’t stir it anymore, take
it out of the bowl and start kneading
it with your hands.

5

r
Mix glue and 2 tbsp (30 ml) water in you
mixing cup until completely combined.
Into glue mixture, add glow powder and
a few drops of fluorescent ink or food
coloring, if you wish. Mix until evenly
distributed.

Turn off the lights and shine the
black-light activator on your slime.
What do you see?

Turn off your black-light activator.
What do you see now?

EQUIPMENT

Measuring spoons
Beaker
Mixing cup
Mix-n-measure scoop
 
Black-light activator
 
Plastic bag

The fluorescent ink fluoresces when
the black light hits it.
k because it’s
The glow powder glows in the darht
activator.
k-lig
been charged with the blac

y look spotty if
Your glow-in-the-dark slime e)madidn’t
the glow powder (zinc sulfid
dissolve completely in
the water. Instead,
it is suspended
in the liquid.

ion
Save any extra borax solutts:
for these other experimen d
GLOWING PUTTY BALL an
GLOWING GEODE.

Store your slime in a plastic
bag so you can use it again.  9
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INGREDIENTS

3 tbsp (45 ml) warm water
½ tsp (2.5 ml) borax
1 tbsp (15 ml) cornstarch
1 tbsp (15 ml) white glue
2 scoops glow powder
Fluorescent ink—optional

1
2

Mix the warm water and borax together
in your beaker until dissolved.

3

Add about 1 tsp (5 ml) of borax solution
into the mixing bowl and stir. Repeat.
When the mixture gets too hard to stir,
take it out and roll it into a ball with
your hands.

4

EQUIPMENT

Measuring spoons
Beaker
Mixing cup

POLYMER! to
You just made da gl
ue combined

an
.
The water, borax, lo
ng chain of molecules
—a
er
m
ly
po
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e
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m

it’s
Like spaghetti, whefun ll
freshly cooked and d
of water, it slips ane.
slides on your plat
iffens into a
When it dries out, itersty mass.
solid rubb

Keep rolling until it is no longer wet and
sticky, and it retains its shape.
Turn off the lights and activate it
with the black light.
What happens to the putty ball?

1
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INGREDIENTS

Mix-n-measure scoop
 
Black-light activator
Plastic bag

2

In this case,
you end up with
a fun, bouncy
ball of putty.

in a plastic bag
Keep your glowing putty baqullick
ly lose its ball
so it won’t dry out. It will roll it up again.
shape, but you can just

for these other experiments:
Save any extra borax solution GLOWING GEODE.
GLOWING SLIME and

EQUIPMENT

3 scoops glow powder
10 g packet bouncy ball polymer
Water

1

Into the mixing cup, measure and mix
the cornstarch, glue, and glow powder
until combined.

nt ink to
Try adding some fluorest cehappens.
the recipe to see wha

P RINC IP LES: PH OS P H ORE S C ENC E • P OLY ME RS

Mix-n-measure scoop
Beaker
Bouncy ball mold

Measure out glow powder and mix it
right in the bag of polymer. Set aside.
Fill beaker with water to either the
½-cup or 125 ml mark.

2

.
Snap together the two ball-mold pieces

3

Stick mold in beaker of water so top of
mold lines up with the top of water.
Wait five minutes. Then, remove from
water and let mold sit for another five
minutes.

4

re
Remove ball. Smooth out the place whe
be
the mold joined. Your glowball will
sticky at first, but boy, does it bounce!

Using funnel, pour polymer in through
the top. Tap it down so the entire bag of
il
powder is in the mold. Keep tapping unt
all the powder is packed in.

Store the glowball in
a plastic bag!

Funnel
Black-light activator
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the stress that deng
er band.
like stretchi a rubb

on the ground, it is
When you throw the glowball, springing back into
deformed but then recovers the bounce.
shape. That causes
The higher the bounce,
the more elastic it is.
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INGREDIENTS

3 tbsp (45 ml) flour
2 tbsp (30 ml) salt
2 tbsp (30 ml) cornstarch
2 scoops glow powder
2 tbsp (30ml) water

1
2
3

Place the mixture in a plastic bag,
squeeze the air out, and seal. Knead the
bag of dough by pushing it down and
away from you and folding it over.

4

When the dough is smooth, remove it
from the bag and mold it into any shape
you want—try making monsters, animals,
or beads. Leave your creations out to
dry on waxed paper.

5
12

EQUIPMENT

Shine the black light and
see your dough glow!

INGREDIENTS

Measuring spoons
Mixing bowl
Mix-n-measure
 
scoop
Plastic bag
Black-light
 
activator
Waxed paper

Mix together the flour, salt, cornstarch,
and glow powder in a mixing bowl.
Measure the water into your beaker,
then slowly add it to the other
ingredients, stirring until the dough
holds its shape.

PRINCIPLES: PHOSPHORESCENCE • FLUORESCENCE • CARBON DIOXIDE REACTIONS

n-Newtonian fluid,
GLOW DOUGH is aerno
than oobleck
but it acts diff ently
molecule found in
because of a protein (GLOOT-in). Gluten
flour called gluten pattern that makes
creates a tangled-uph stretchy.
the doug

2 scoops glow powder
 
1 tbsp (15 ml)
 
baking soda, divided
1 tbsp (15 ml) water
Fluorescent ink
About 1/8 cup
 
(30 ml) vinegar

1
2

Set up test-tube stand with both
test tubes.

3

n
Set funnel in the other test tube, and the
pour in the water and add a few drops of
fluorescent ink.
Then add the remaining 1½ tsp (7.5 ml)
baking soda and mix well. Cover the
opening of the test tube with your thumb
and shake it gently.

4
WTONIANS
AT HOME WITH NON-NE
d custard

, dough, an
IN THE KITCHEN: ketchup
thpaste and shampoo
IN THE BATHROOM: too
IN THE GARAGE: paint

e. The larger it is, the
Drying time will vary depending on sizwil
still glow after it dries.
longer it will take to dry. Your dough l

Using funnel, pour glow powder and
1½ tsp (7.5 ml) baking soda into one test
tube. Mix well and set aside.

EQUIPMENT

Test tubes and stand
 
Funnel
Mix-n-measure scoop
 
Measuring spoons
Beaker
Black-light activator
 

gar,
When you mix baking soda with vine
g
a chemical reaction occurs, releasin
a
at
carbon dioxide gas into the air
very rapid rate, like a volcano.

VINEGAR

BAKING
SODA

Fill the beaker with vinegar up to the
1/ cup or 25 ml mark. Charge the first
8test tube with the black-light activator.
Turn off the lights.
What happens?

5

e.

Pour half of the vinegar into one test tub
What happens?

er
Pour the rest of the vinegar into the oth
it.
test tube while shining the light on
What happens?
What did you hear?
WhIch volcano is more exciting?

To the human eye, it looks like an explosion!
In this case, the explosions glow, which is caused
by the added glow powder (phosphorescence)
and fluorescent ink (fluorescence).
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INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

3 tbsp (45 ml) hot water
1 tsp (5 ml) alum
Fluorescent ink

1 tsp (5 ml) white glue
 
3 scoops glow powder
 

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

Measuring spoons
Mix-n-measure scoop
 
Mixing cup or small container
 
Paintbrush or cotton swab
 
Sheet of star stickers
 

1
2

3
14

Measure out glue and glow powder
into mixing cup and stir.
Paint mixture onto
sticker sheet.

Let the stickers dry. Then decorate
your room with these stars.

e experiments
Similar to some ofarth’s glow comes from
in this book, a realtiston. What we see when
a chemical reac in the sky is the release
we look at a star ed from the nuclear
of energy produc curring within the
reactions oc e star.
core of th

Measuring spoons
Mixing cup
Clear plastic cup

1
2

Measure water into mixing cup.
With a dry spoon, add ½ tsp (2.5 ml)
of alum. Stir and dissolve. Keep adding
½ tsp (2.5 ml) of alum and mixing until
the alum will no longer dissolve. A little
bit will still be visible.

3

Pour mixture into a clear plastic cup. Be
careful not to pour the undissolved alum
crystals into the cup. (You can throw
away what’s left in the mixing cup.)

4

Add about 6 drops of fluorescent ink.
Watch what happens over the next
several days.

days
Once you’ve waited a fewpressive
and have some pretty imthese
crystals, take one of d add
already-formed crystals ansolution.
it to a new batch of alum
This is a seed crystal.

Only so much alum can be dissolved in water.
The heat of the water helps the alum
dissolve, but there is a point where the alum
won’t mix in anymore, called the saturation
point. You don’t want to oversaturate the
solution, because the leftover crystals will
act as seed crystals. With a lot of seed
crystals, the glowing crystals you grow would
be smaller. Boo! You can avoid
this fate by following step 3.
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P RINC IP LES : F LUORE S C ENC E • NUC L EAT ION

INGREDIENTS

1-liter bottle diet tonic water
 
(it’s less sticky than nondiet)
½ pack of mint Mentos

INGREDIENTS
l take
This wild
ays
w
a fe m
to for .

1
2
3
4
5
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1 tsp (5 ml) glue		
3 scoops glow powder
½ eggshell, clean and dry
3 tbsp (45 ml) warm water
½ tsp (2.5 ml) borax

EQUIPMENT

Measuring spoons
Mix-n-measure scoop
Small container
Paintbrush or cotton swab

Mix glue and glow powder in a small
container. Paint the inside of eggshell
with this glowing glue.
Set eggshell upright in an empty egg
carton. Let paint dry.
Note: To speed things up, ask
an adult to put the eggshell in
a low-temperature oven.
Mix the warm water and borax together
in your beaker until dissolved.
Note: You may have some left over
from your glowing slime or glowing
putty ball experiments.

EQUIPMENT

Empty egg carton
Black-light activator
Beaker

the
similar to the alum in
Borax forms crystals ent on page 15.
crystal experim
ystals, it
gshell to grow your cr tals.
eg
an
e
us
u
yo
n
he
W
a rock lined with crys
resembles a geode—

is one!

Compare your geode to th

Pour borax solution into eggshell.
Fill it up and set aside. Check on it in a
couple of hours.
Is anything happening?
.
In a couple days, pour out borax solution
Turn off the lights.
Activate your
glow-geode
with the black
powder in the
ow
gl
of
d
ea
st
in
k
in
light for an even
nt
ce
You can also use fluores no need for glue—just pour the
greater glow!
s

borax solution. There’
solution into the eggshell.

Paper
Scissors
Black-light activator

1
2

Remove wrapper from bottle for
better viewing, and place open bottle in
the bathtub or shower.
Roll up about six Mentos in a small
piece of paper.

GET ADULT
APPROVAL
BEFORE
DOING THIS
EXPERIMENT!

3
4
5

Turn off light and shine black light onto
the bottle of tonic water.
Hold rolled-up tube of Mentos above
bottle opening, drop in Mentos all at
once, and step back!
What happens?

Enjoy your extra Mentos!

The surface of a Mentos candy is rough and
pitted. These pits are great places for carbon
dioxide bubbles to form rapidly when mixed with
a carbonated drink. This is called nucleation.

Because there are so
many of these small
holes in Mentos—and
because the Mentos
sink to the bottom
of the bottle—the
effect is an erupting
fountain of
sweet soda.

TONIC
WATER

Mint-flavored
Mentos have th
best texture fore
this experiment
.

MENTOS
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INGREDIENTS

UIPMENT
INGREDIENTS EQBea
ker
Water
Fluorescent ink
 
½ tsp (2.5 ml)
 
jelly balls polymer

Test tube
 
and stand
Funnel
Black-light
 
activator

ymer and the
Note: You can use the jelly balls pol Just rinse
in.
aga
fake snow polymer again and
, they will
them with water, and as they dry out
shrink back to normal size.

1

18

Fill beaker with water. Set up test-tube
stand. With funnel in place, pour water
into test tube, filling to bottom of
the neck.

2

Drip a few drops of fluorescent ink into
test tube. Remove funnel. Cover the
top with your thumb. Shake gently.

3

Dry off funnel and place back on top of
test tube. Add jelly balls and observe.
What do you see?

4

Wait an hour or until all liquid is
absorbed. As the jelly balls expand,
some may escape from the test tube!

5

Turn off the lights and shine the black
light onto the jelly balls.
What do you see?

Water
Fluorescent ink
1 tsp (5 ml) fake snow polymer

nt
e of a superabsorbe
The jelly balls are msoadrb the water and maintain
es
polymer. They ab
they grow many tim
as
en
ev
e
ap
sh
r
ei
th
beyond their size.

Because the inthke
is dissolved in balls
water, the jelly the
absorb both lor.
water and the cothe
The color fromink
fluorescent
may remain.

Pour the balls into a bowl and
watch them bounce around!

EQUIPMENT

Mixing cup
Beaker
on
spo
ing
sur
Mea
or
ivat
act
ht
k-lig
Blac

1
2
3
4
5

Fill up beaker with water to the
1/ -cup or 25 ml mark.
8
Add a few drops of fluorescent
ink. Stir.

The fake snow is a superabsorbent
polymer. It absorbs the water, puffs up,
and becomes fluffy.

In mixing cup, measure out fake snow.
Add 1 tbsp (15 ml) of your fluorescent
ink-water mixture to snow, and observe.
Does it puff up?
Add more liquid if you want
to experiment.
Turn off the lights and shine the black
light on your glow snow.
Does it glow?

It’s OK to touch it!
How does the texture change?
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EQUIPMENT

INGREDIENTS

3

Add glow powder. Stir with a spoon (not
your scoop!) until mixed. It will be chunky
up
and won’t dissolve completely. Break it
with the spoon.

4

e
Pour mixture into a creature mold. Be surall
get
to
l
bow
to scrape the bottom of the
the glow powder. Set mold aside until
gelatin is firm, about 30 minutes.

5
20

NOTE: For the firefly, skip this step.
Just sprinkle some glow powder
right into the tail end of the mold.

Once it’s hard, pop your glow creature
out of its mold. Stick it to a window,
mirror, or other glass surface. Turn off the
lights and watch your creature glow!

Measuring spoons		
Beaker
Black-light activator

Plastic bag—optional
 

ain
l polymer whosen.mAs
ra
tu
na
a
is
IN
AT
EL
G
n called collage ents,
ingredient is a protei
your other experim
fact,
you’ve learned from
it absorbs water.eiInght!
as
s
ow
gr
er
m
ly
po
a
nd its own w
it can do so well beyo

FIREFLY

OCTOPUS

ce them in a sealed
pla
or
en
rd
ha
to
t
ou
s
re
tu
Leave your crea them soft. Place them in the fridge,
plastic bag to keep oldy.
so they don’t get m

EQUIPMENT

2 tbsp (30 ml) water
Fluorescent ink
½ cup (118 ml)
vegetable oil
Alka-Seltzer tablet

marine worm, octopus
and firefly

Have an adult measure and pour the
boiling water into the mixing cup.
Sprinkle the gelatin into the water and stir
until dissolved.

INGREDIENTS

Measuring spoons
Mixing cup
Mix-n-measure scoop
Spoon
Creature molds:
 
,

3 tbsp (45 ml)
 
boiling water
¼ oz. (7 g) packet
 
unflavored gelatin
3 scoops
 
glow powder

1
2

PRINCIPLES : FLUORESCENCE • LIQUID DENSITIES • CARBON DIOXIDE REACTIONS

FUN FACT: Gelatin is used in
gumdrops and marshmallows.

1
2

Measure water into beaker. Add a
few drops of fluorescent ink. Stir.
Slowly fill beaker with oil to ½-cup or
125 ml mark, trying not to disturb the
water too much.

3

Wait for oil and water to separate.
The water should be at the bottom.
While you wait, break up an Alka-Seltzer
tablet into a few pieces.

4

Turn off the lights and drop a couple
pieces of the tablet into the liquid.
Turn on your black-light activator and
watch what happens to your lava lamp.
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If an object is less denseanth the liquid, it will sink.
If it is more dense th

THE BASICS
Oil and water don’t mix.
Fluorescent ink dissolves inr
water, but not in oil. Wate ,
is denser (heavier) than oil
so the water sinks to the
bottom of the beaker.

OIL

WATER
THE BIG TIME
The Alka-Seltzer tablet reacts
to the water, creating tiny
carbon dioxide gas bubbles.
They attach to the colored
water blobs and float to the
surface. When the bubbles
pop, the colored water blobs
sink backs to the bottom
of the beaker.
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INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

¼ cup (59 ml) water
¼ cup (59 ml) oil
Fluorescent ink
Salt

1½ tsp (7.5 ml)
 
baking soda
1 scoop glow powder
1½ tsp (7.5 ml)
 
corn syrup
1 tbsp (15 ml) vinegar
Food coloring-optional
 

EQUIPMENT
Beaker
Black-light activator
 

1
2
3

Measure water into beaker. Add oil.
Wait for bubbles to settle. It’s okay
if there are some small ones left.
F UN FACT: You can pop the
bubbles with a fork.

Slowly add a few drops of
fluorescent ink.
Watch what happens.

Shine the black light onto your
solution. Shake some salt into
the solution.
What happens?

4
22

Add more salt and continue to
watch your color waves.

of liquid densities
The same principlesand in the glowing lava
are displayed hereon page 21.
lamp experiment
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However, the inkye back
oil bubble will ris
again, balancing
itself back into its
natural state.

1

Mix together baking soda and
glow powder in the mixing cup.

2

Add corn syrup and stir until the
mixture forms into a smooth paste.
This is your alien blood. Add food
coloring, if you wish, to make it
even more out of this world!

3
4

Pour some vinegar
into beaker.

5

EQUIPMENT

Measuring spoons
Mix-n-measure scoop
 
Mixing cup
Beaker
Black-light
 
activator

soda
When the vinegar (an acid) and baking
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ACID
+ BASE

Drizzle a bit of alien blood onto your
arm or leg.
Drip a few drops of vinegar
on it, turn off the lights, aim your
black light at the alien blood, and
watch it glow and bubble.

= ALIEN
BLOOD
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DO NOT SHINE UV LIGHT IN THE EYES.
UV LIGHT REQUIRES THREE 1.5V LR1130 (AG10) BUTTON BATTERIES (INCLUDED).
THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS A BUTTON BATTERY. IF SWALLOWED, A BUTTON BATTERY COULD CAUSE SEVERE INJURY OR
DEATH IN JUST 2 HOURS. SEEK MEDICAL ATTENTION IMMEDIATELY.
BATTERY CAUTIONS
• To ensure proper safety and operation, an adult must
carry out the battery replacement.
• Never let a child use this product unless the battery door is secure.
• Keep all batteries away from small children, and immediately dispose
of any batteries safely.
• Batteries are small objects and could be ingested.
• Do not recharge non-rechargeable batteries.
• Remove rechargeable batteries from the toy before charging them.
• Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under
adult supervision.

WWW.SMARTLABTOYS.COM

• Different types of batteries or new and used batteries are
not to be mixed.
• Do not mix old and new batteries.
• Only use batteries of the same or equivalent types
as recommended.
• Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc), or
rechargeable batteries.
• Insert batteries with the correct polarity.
• Remove exhausted batteries from the toy.
• Do not short-circuit the supply terminals.
• Dispose of used batteries in accordance with all local, state,
and federal laws.

HOW TO CHANGE THE BATTERIES
1. Use a Phillips screwdriver to unscrew the battery
compartment door.
2. Remove the old batteries and immediately
dispose of them in the proper trash receptacle.
3. Insert 3 new 1.5 volt LR1130 (AG10) batteries
in the battery compartment. Make sure the
polarities match the diagram inside the battery
compartment.
4. Replace the battery compartment door and
screw it on.

